


‘Learners study a range of media forms in terms 
of a theoretical framework which consists of 
media language, representation, media 
industries and audiences.’
Eduqas specification overview



Semiotics, incl. Barthes
Narratology, esp Todorov
Representation, incl Gauntlett
Gender performativity, incl. Butler
Genre, incl. Neale and Altman
Audiences, incl. Blumler and Katz, Dyer, Jenkins



 Enquiry, critical thinking, decision-making and 
analysis 

 Critical approach to media issues   
 Appreciation and critical understanding of the 

media and their role both historically and 
currently in society, culture, politics and the 
economy   

 Understanding of the dynamic and changing 
relationships between media forms, products, 
industries and audiences   



 Around 30 shows currently on BBC iPlayer
 Bake Off Final 2015 had the biggest audience 

that year
 Crossover appeal and flexible links to other 

formats eg makeover shows, talent shows, 
dating shows, elimination, travel programs …

Task Give five reasons why shows about food 
and cooking are so popular. Draw an outline of 
your hand with ‘food shows’ written in the palm 
and the reasons on the fingers.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/tv/programmes/genres/factual/foodanddrink/all


 Tutorial/ demonstration 
approach of how to 
cook

 Competitive element –
Bake Off, Masterchef, 
Dinner Date

 Uses and Gratifications 
applications

 Food porn
 ….

Food 
Shows



Audio visual medium having to suggest gratification of all 
five senses of taste, touch, smell, sight and sound



The combination of mise-en-scène - ambient lighting, 
soft focus, glistening food - languid camera 
movements which positively caress the food in a 
series of extreme close-ups - as well as the mood 
music and teasing female voiceover are all cleverly 
designed in order to arouse our appetite for the  
meals on display. The easy listening tunes add to the 
aura of relaxation and indulgence. Note the role of 
camera distance and eye level height in positioning 
the viewer/consumer. The use of close-ups and 
extreme close-ups seem to place us within touching 
(or spooning or forking) distance from the irresistible 
delicacies in front of us. 



Someone's way of living; the things that 
a person or a particular group do. Links to ideas 
like use of leisure time, hobbies and interests, 
values and identity
 He doesn't have a very healthy lifestyle.
 She needs a pretty high income to support her 

lifestyle.
 An alternative lifestyle



‘This early advertisement on first look may 
seem like it is ‘selling’ lawnmowers and it is, 
but the way it sells them is through creating a 
lifestyle that the lawnmowers can be 
associated with. The scene of the traditional 
English summer in a park with people playing 
tennis and ‘refined’ ladies and gentleman 
watching and a young girl mowing the lawn 
do not sell a machine to cut grass, but sell a 
set of associated ideas and values.’
(Di Naylor, Media Factsheets)



Crafts and crafts including painting, sewing, 
gardening
Home decoration
Fashion – from clothes making to dressing to 
impress
Cooking
Travel and tourism
Music
Sports and activities, incl skiing, skateboarding, 
horse riding



 Write a sentence using the word lifestyle to 
show your understanding of the concept



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4RkzKjT7Q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4RkzKjT7Q4


What are the brand values of the following?

Nigella Lawson

Gordon Ramsey

Jamie Oliver

The Great British Bakeoff



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4RkzKjT7Q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4RkzKjT7Q4


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYTSFEytTQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYTSFEytTQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYTSFEytTQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYTSFEytTQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYTSFEytTQQ


Questions
1. How many subscribers?
2. Who is her target audience? Demographics 

and VALS/ niche audiences
3. Why do you think she attracts such a large 

audience?
4. Referring to active audiences theory, explain 

her appeal to her target audience?
5. If Youtube is free, how does she make a 

living?



 ‘WeMedia’
 Clickbait
 Niche
 Free domain
 Product placement (covert advertising)



Synergy = working together; a mutually beneficial 
relationship



This tiny bird is called the Egyptian Plover bird.

She gets into the crocodile's mouth and picks out the tiny bits of food stuck in his teeth.

What does she do with them? She eats them and often this completes her diet.

This cleans the crocodile's teeth and keeps his mouth fresh and free from infections.

So, the Plover bird gets her food and the crocodile gets his mouth cleaned. In this way, both are able to help 
each other!

This is a 
synergy. How?





Media platforms are increasingly convergent 
(coming together) and media institutions are 
always seeking ways to cross promote and 
market their products. An aspect of what is 
often called media ‘synergy’ is where media and 
other institutions work together for their mutual 
benefit.



Key Terms
• Convergence
• Cross promotion
• Integration
• Reciprocal
• Tie-in
• Spin off
• Social media
• Merchandising
• …



eMedia Broadcast
Website Jamie and Jimmy (C4)
Facebook Trailers
Food Tube Jamie Cooks Italian
Twitter Celebrity appearance on chat
School of life
Magazine available as an app

Print

Jamie magazine
Press reviews
Cook books

Lifestyle

Also factor in 
restaurant chain, 
cookery 
equipment, other 
merchandise



‘Discovered’ by a BBC documentary 
team while working at the River 
Café and given his first show The 
Naked Chef at the age of 24. Since 
then has been a brand ambassador 
for Sainsbury’s, a host of numerous 
shows, food campaigns and the face 
of a multi-platform franchise with an 
annual  turnover of £10 million +. 
Most of his TV work in the UK has 
been with Channel Four.

http://www.getmemedia.com/ideas/advertise-across-the-jamie-portfolio/john-brown-media.html
http://www.getmemedia.com/ideas/advertise-across-the-jamie-portfolio/john-brown-media.html


Jamie Oliver as brand ambassador for Sainsbury’s 
(2000 – 2013)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pZvRIBLRis&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pZvRIBLRis&feature=youtu.be


‘Oliver's popularity, and his cheeky mockney 
persona sexes up the Sainsbury's brand, giving 
it a younger appeal, establishing the 
supermarket giant as the home of good food 
with attitude. As for Oliver, he is paid to 
advertise himself, his TV shows, his restaurants 
and his own range of products. Marketing 
heaven!’  (Jonathon Nunns) 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sb8p9iCEQJA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sb8p9iCEQJA&feature=youtu.be


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qArZovlLzA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qArZovlLzA&feature=youtu.be


To what extent does each show conform to an 
aspirational message?
What signifiers of authenticity, rusticity, male 
bonding and quality are constructed in each 
text?
The length of each segment is roughly eight 
minutes – reasons/ narrative structure?
Target audience? Representations of gender?
Brand identity and brand values of each?



http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b08hw1by/the-hairy-bikers-comfort-food-series-1-reversions-3-pub-grub
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b08hw1by/the-hairy-bikers-comfort-food-series-1-reversions-3-pub-grub


http://socialmedialondon.co.uk/jamie-oliver-youtube/
http://socialmedialondon.co.uk/jamie-oliver-youtube/
https://www.youtube.com/user/JamieOliver
https://www.youtube.com/user/JamieOliver


Jamie’s Food Revolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLgmk323H6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLgmk323H6k


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKCYucvop1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKCYucvop1U


36

Equilibrium/ status quo
Disruption!

Climax!

Resolution and new equilibrium established

Can you apply Todorov’s 

narrative structure to Jamie’s 

Food Revolution & Jamie’s 

Dream School?



Equilibrium: Fast food is 
cheaper and easier
Negative stereotypes of 
working class kids
Disruption: Jamie Oliver’s 
challenge both 
assumptions
Attempts to resolve: 
learning to cook and alter 
audience perceptions
New equilibrium: home 
cooking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKCYucvop1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKCYucvop1U


Short

Oliver’s reaction to scrapping of Tories’ 
manifesto pledge to scrap free school meals to 

all primary school pupils

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv8sQplhvX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv8sQplhvX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv8sQplhvX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRvtmt4w_iw


 Consider the synergy between Jamie Oliver 
and the ITV lifestyle show. Media ‘synergy’ is 
where institutions or brands work together 
for their mutual benefit.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYnIDxAfRWk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYnIDxAfRWk&feature=youtu.be


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpbgtxDaNNM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpbgtxDaNNM&feature=youtu.be


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUONE8UaETM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUONE8UaETM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zerw2t8yKC0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zerw2t8yKC0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/user/JamieOliver
https://www.youtube.com/user/JamieOliver




Comment on the 
representation of
JO on the cover, 
discussing layout,
signifiers of skill
and masculinity etc



McLuhan: ‘the medium is               
the message.’

Jamie magazine is published on 
recycled paper, sending out a 
message of its ethical integrity 
and speaking to the reformer/ 
green psychographic profile of its 
audience



Example of 
cross 
promotion 
and 
convergence



Example of 
celebrity 
endorsement & brand
ambassadorship.

Are there any issues or
problems with this?



Cross promotion?









GENRE

 A broad type of media such 
as soap opera, reality TV, 
indie, horror, dating shows

 ‘A repertoire of elements’ 
(Neale)

 Relates to audience 
expectations and 
preferences

 Reassurance of familiarity 
but the possibility of 
differences

FORMAT

‘A TV format is the overall 
concept and branding of a 
copyrighted television 
program. The most common 
type of formats are those in 
the television genres of game 
shows and reality shows, 
many of which are remade in 
multiple markets with local 
contestants.’ (Wikipedia)



Moran and Malbon (2006) define a TV format 
as:

‘that set of invariable elements in a programme 
out of which the variable elements of an 
individual episode are produced’



Questions
1 Outline the format of 
Dinner Date
2 Explain why 
formatted
entertainment is 
popular with producers,
channels and 
audiences



Applying codes and conventions: Dinner Date



 Producers – fixed and predictable; copyright 
value of show; regular

 Formats are flexible and can be tweaked eg 
Celebrity Dinner Date

 They are simple and high concept – the 
concept can be explained in a sentence or a 
phrase

 Alien = Jaws on a spaceship
 Dinner Date = First Dates meets Come Dine 

with Me



Producers – fixed and predictable; copyright 
value of show; regular

Channels – reduces risks of creating or airing 
new shows when formats offer some degree of 
audience success; they also attract advertisers 
based on size of audience and their 
demographics and VALS. Guaranteed audiences. 
This audience is popular with advertisers and 
sponsors. Fills the schedules



 Familiarity of the format
 Schadenfreude and voyeurism
 Undemanding
 Allows you to adopt a jokey, distanced 

perspective, looking down on the contestants’ 
silliness or cringeworthiness



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXeVh1CvVw4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXeVh1CvVw4&feature=youtu.be


http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b06zd9xv/nigellas-christmas-kitchen-series-1-30-minute-versions-episode-1
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b06zd9xv/nigellas-christmas-kitchen-series-1-30-minute-versions-episode-1


http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-
arts-34467289

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-34467289


In pairs, research and present your findings to the rest of the 
class on the following topics

1. The history of television cookery programmes
2. Celebrity chefs as brands, giving three examples
3. Jamie Oliver as a cross media study, referring to all three 

platforms, his brand values and persona
4. The story of the Great British Bake Off, including ideology, 

controversies and debates, uses of social media
5. The audience for food and cooking programmes, including 

demographics, psychographics and audience pleasures, 
including uses and gratifications and utopian solutions 
theories

Wednesday March 15th

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsRh-FdJBeE
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/400VkMmfx3RDg0vQwWsm18p/the-final


 Heidegger

 Plato

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpenjeR6BXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3oFQ7koC30


2 Synergy is the process by which media 
institutions use a range of platforms to promote, 
sell and distribute their products. Assess the 
impact of synergy in your cross-media study.

Support your answer with reference to a range 
of examples from three media platforms. (32 
marks)



 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLgmk32
3H6k 2016

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekpBryw
vRpo 2006

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLgmk323H6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekpBrywvRpo


Part A (75 minutes)
Unseen text (ie broadcast, eMedia or print)
Four questions, with 12 marks each
15 minutes’ reading time 
One hour to answer all FOUR questions
48 marks (60% of exam mark and therefore 30% 
of total mark AS mark)



Doctor Who novel

Doctor Who calendar



Needs to provide a range of specific examples of 
where we witness media synergies between 
institutions 
eg ITV and BBC – Jonathon Ross Show
TV shows and tabloid press
TV shows and online
TV shows and merchandise







Royal Mail anticipates the 50th anniversary of Doctor 
Who which will benefit from the recognition and 
receive a fee from the postal service



The Radio Times is owned by 
the BBC so its front cover 
cross promotes one of its 
flagship shows; the Sun 
often does the same for 
programs on Sky which has 
the same parent company, 
News Corp.



 Fanny Craddock

 Keith Floyd

 Delia Smith

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TC3eR2fBgUg


Part A (75 minutes – 15 minutes reading and 60 
minutes answering questions)

1 Textual analysis of piece using media language 
– editing, voice over, mise en scene etc
2 Media representations
3 The institution producing the text
4 Target audience



Part B (45 minutes)
Essay style questions based on your cross media 
research.
Choose one from two questions
45 minutes to answer one question in essay 
form
32 marks (40% of exam mark and therefore 20% 
of total AS mark)



eMedia Broadcast

Print

Topics

Broadcast Fiction

Talent Shows

Factual

Film

Lifestyle

Music

Sport

News



eMedia Broadcast

Print

Broadcast Fiction

Doctor Who
Episodes

Trailers

Box Sets

BBC1 and BBC 3

Spin offs eg 

Torchwood, 

Sarah Jane 

Chronicles

Fan tributes

BBC iPlayer

Official Doctor 

Who site

Whoniverse

Twitter

Facebook

Radio Times

Doctor Who 

magazine

Press coverage eg 

reviews and 

interviews


